MANHATTAN
PRODUCT TYPE

RECOMMENDED USES

Marble

Commercial
Residential

12 × 12 × 3/8 (P)

STOCKED FINISHES

Interior Floor

Honed (H)

**Exterior Floor

Polished (P)

Interior Wall

Tumbled (T)

**Exterior Cladding
Fireplaces

4 x 8 × 3/8 (T)

STOCKED SIZES

Shower Walls

12 × 12 × 3/8 (P)

*Shower Floors

12 × 24 × 3/8 (P)

*2 × 2 Mosaic, Cordoba Pattern, and
Basketweave Only
**Tumbled Only

4 x 8 x 3/8 (T)
2 × 2 × 3/8 Mesh (T)
12 × 13 Stackstone Mesh (P)
*11-1/2 × 11-1/2 Basketweave
Mesh (P)

3/4 × 12 Dome Liner (H)
2 × 12 Ogee Molding (P)

*12-1/4 × 12-1/4
12 × 24 × 3/8 (P)

STOCKED TRIM

Cordoba Pattern Mesh (P)

Manhattan is quarried from a bedrock quarry. During the winter
months, this quarry is shut down for a period of time because of the
harsh conditions of snow and ice. This is a metamorphic stone which
evolved from a limestone due to extreme heat and pressure. It is also
a softer stone, and may be susceptible to scratching or abrasion. As a
12 × 13 Stackstone Mesh (P) 11-1/2 × 11-1/2
Basketweave Mesh (P)

natural stone product it is recommended that it be sealed to extend its
longevity. When installing white marble you must use a white thinset.
Using grey thinset will leave trowel lines and could stain the marble. It’s
possible for this white marble to have small white spots that look like
stun marks. These white spots happen naturally within the marble and
are inherent to most white marbles. It’s also possible to have tiny pin
holes that do not get filled by the polyester resin during processing. As
a natural stone product, it is recommended that this be sealed to extend
its longevity.

12-1/4 × 12-1/4
Cordoba Pattern Mesh (P)

2 × 2 × 3/8 Mesh (T)

SIZE

SF/PIECE

PIECES/BOX

SF/BOX

UNITS/PALLET

SF/PALLET

12 × 12 × 3/8 (P)

1

10

10

36 boxes

360

12 × 24 × 3/8 (P)

2

5

10

36 boxes

360

4 x 8 x 3/8 (T)

.2222

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

12 × 13 Stackstone Mesh (P)

1.08

4

4.32

135 boxes

583.2

11-1/2 × 11-1/2 Basketweave Mesh (P)

0.92

4

3.68

135 boxes

496.8

12-1/4 × 12-1/4 Cordoba Pattern Mesh (P)

1.04

4

4.16

135 boxes

561.6

2 × 2 × 3/8 Mesh (T)

1

4

4

135 boxes

540

Product selection varies at each location. Please contact your local Arizona Tile for product availability.
Please view actual stone when making your selection, as the images on this page are only representative.
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